Dulscos Waste Management Services (WMS) is strongly committed to protecting the environment and improving the communities in which we work and live. For most of us, disposing waste into a refuse bin is all we need to do. However, most people do not understand the scale of operations required to ensure that the waste we generate does not contaminate our environment.

Dulscos Waste Management understands the importance of waste management and all our employees feel privileged to work in a business that so very directly improves the health and safety of individuals and communities.

Mishandling waste not only endangers public health, but it can expose organizations to immense legal and financial liabilities. WMS is the first Waste Management Company in the UAE to be IMS (Integrated Management System) certified. You've probably noticed our blue trucks and skips around industrial, residential and commercial properties in the UAE. We collect and dispose hazardous and non-hazardous solid waste to landfill and treatment facilities in compliance with the laws and regulations of the Municipality's Environment and Safety Section. We maintain a large and relatively new fleet, with vehicles over certain age routinely removed from operation.